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Proposition 2.

The higher education construction bond act of 1966, will appear on the November 8 ballot and would provide $230 million for construction and land acquisition needs of the California State Colleges and the University of California systems.

Proposition 2, the Higher Education Construction Bond Act of 1966, will appear on the November 8 ballot and would provide $230 million for construction and land acquisition needs of the California State Colleges and the University of California systems.

Dumke said the funds are urgently needed to expand existing campuses and to develop new institutions which are essential if California is to assure every qualified youth, regardless of financial resources, the equal opportunity to participate in the advantages of public higher education.

The California State College System, the largest in the Western Hemisphere and one of the largest in the world, has grown from seven colleges with a total enrollment of 13,000 shortly before World War II to a current enrollment of more than 170,000 students on 18 campuses.

State College enrollment will reach 225,000 by 1970, planners said, and is expected to hit 300,000 by 1981. During the past five years, the State College enrollment has increased by 46 per cent.

California is the nation's fastest-growing state, adding about 3 per cent to its population each year. However, the state's college-age population is increasing at more than double this rate. Between 1966 and 1970, just four years, the State Colleges will be called upon to accommodate an additional 55,000 students, Dumke said.

Some of the major proposed campus-by-campus allocations are:

- Chico: $8 million
- Fresno: $1.9 million
- Fullerton: $8.2 million
- Hayward: $3.5 million
- Humboldt: $3.7 million
- Kern County: $355,000 (planning)
- Long Beach: $6.5 million
- Los Angeles: $9.7 million
- Dominguez Hills: $3 million
- Sacramento: $5.9 million
- San Bernardino: $5.6 million
- San Diego: $11.7 million
- San Fernando Valley: $1 million
- San Francisco: $11 million
- San Jose: $3.6 million
- Sonoma: $5.4 million
- Stanislaus: $2.2 million
- San Luis Obispo: $2.8 million
- Pomona: $5.4 million

There are more than 150 separate projects scheduled for all of the present State College campuses.

Opportunities Abroad

More than 250 students representing all of the 18 campuses of the California State College system have started the fall term in seven foreign countries under the international studies program of the colleges.

The program is unique in that students study and live under the same conditions and take the same courses as do the students at the host universities.

The visitors usually share dormitories with the host students to avoid being grouped into strictly 'American colonies.' The Arrangement also encourages exposure to the cultural life of the various countries.

(Continued on page 3, col. 2)
On October 4th, Congressman Dyal spoke to the Junior Chamber of Commerce, their wives, and guests. In his introduction, Mr. Dyal mentioned that he is past president of the National Orange Show and past Postmaster of San Bernardino. He served as a Lt. Commander in the U.S. Navy and he worked on the Feather River Committee.

Mr. Dyal expressed that he does not enjoy discussing politics, and due to the presence of many women at the meeting, he discussed several topics which were of interest to the ladies. One interesting item was the example of the curiosities of Washington protocol. When introducing a Congressman or Senator, the office is given preference and not sex. Therefore, men often precede their wives in formal introductions.

When Congressman Dyal finally arrived at the topic of politics, he pointed out that he considered the 21 Day Rule to be the most important piece of legislation on which he had the privilege to vote. In programs concerning San Bernardino County, the Congressman said that he considered the Norton phase-out a crucial blow to the area’s economy. However, he also stated that nearly 12,000 new people will be involved in operations supporting Norton’s new role.

Mr. Dyal also mentioned that the $13 million Mojave Dam and River Project would be an important step in the development of the County.

Due to the lack of time, the Congressman answered only a few questions before leaving. I asked him to give his views as a conscientious voter, of California, on Proposition 2, the bond issue on which the facilities here at C S C S B are heavily dependent. Mr. Dyal regretfully admitted that he had not read the bill and therefore could not discuss its specific merits. However, he stated that he would become familiar with the Proposition because he feels that the State College at San Bernardino is important to the community, and he is sincerely interested in its continuing development.

October 9-15 is National Newspaper Week. It would be most appropriate if we came up with a winner in the "Name the Newspaper" contest. Submit your entries.

### SUPPORT CAMPUS CLUBS

Campus clubs are now beginning membership drives aimed at freshmen and incoming students. Sign-up sheets, posted around the campus, and posters announcing meetings have met with little success. One faculty member had only two people out of the eleven who indicated interest.

Clubs provide speakers, activities, and general programs on our campus. To continue this function, the clubs are in need of new faces and new ideas. These organizations offer an opportunity for students to round out their education, to meet new friends, and to take their minds off their studies, at least temporarily.

We urge all students to give careful consideration to the various organizations which represent social, religious, and academic pursuits.

Jim Penman, Chairman
Inter Club Council

### YEAR ROUND COLLEGE

LOS ANGELES—Regulations defining the role of the faculty in a four-quarter, year-round system of college operation were adopted today (July 20) by the Board of Trustees of the California State Colleges. The Board approved the far-reaching new policy at the conclusion of its two-day meeting at the headquarters of the college system, 5670 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles.

An experimental program of year-round operation currently is being conducted at California State College at Hayward. The remaining 17 State College campuses are scheduled to convert over the next several years.

Year round operations is designed to encourage maximum use of college facilities and to permit students to accelerate their study if they wish.

The newly adopted faculty regulations, the policy statement says, are designed to "fully protect all existing faculty rights, privileges and benefits."

The regulations call for faculty members to teach three quarters each year—the same amount of teaching time as the usual two semester—for the same pay.

Under unusual circumstances, a professor would be permitted voluntarily—once each three years—to teach the fourth quarter for additional pay at the same rate or for a compensating quarter off.

Under the plans for year-round operation, the summer quarter—unlike the current summer sessions—is tuition-free.

The new State College policy assumes that the summer quarter will be equal to the other quarters in quality and range of course offerings, and will be 'adequately financed' from general state sources.

The policy statement predicts a lower enrollment in the summer quarter and anticipates that more than the proportionate number of faculty members will be needed to provide the necessary range of courses.

### JUDICIAL BOARD COMMITTEE NEEDS STUDENTS

A Judicial Board Committee, under the direction of the existing Judicial Board, is being formed for the purpose of widening student participation in the establishment of an operating Judicial system for the A S B.

Committee members will work with justices and advisors in the comprehensive evaluation of judicial systems on other campuses and the careful consideration of our own particular needs and situation.

Openings are available to four students, one each a freshman, sophomore, junior, and senior. Students interested in the above described committee should report to L-117 at 10:30 am on Tuesday Oct. 11.

Bruce Clapper
Justice, Judicial Board

### CHORUS MEETING

The College Chorus will meet on Tuesdays and Fridays at 3:30 pm in C 116. The Chorus is open to all students, faculty, and staff.
and the Veterans Coordinator at your school.

When and how often? If it is at the college level, the VA will send your first certificate of attendance shortly after you are officially enrolled in your approved course. You will receive subsequent certificates each month when you receive your check.

Hold the Certificate until the end of the month. Then, complete it, sign it, and return it to the VA.

GENERAL INFORMATION

If the above cautions are observed you should receive your VA check accompanied by a certificate of Attendance for that month. Handle your certificate of attendance carefully as it must be machine processed. If it is damaged or mutilated, your check will be delayed.

If you lose your certificate write to the VA Regional Office, 1380 S. Sepulveda Blvd. LA, Calif., 90073 - and ask for a replacement.

The process is computerized, and instructions must be followed. The computer is accurate, but it cannot exercise judgment, so responsibility for your check coming promptly is ultimately up to you, the veteran-student.

INTRAMURALS

HURRAY! At last, physical education facilities are now available for limited use approximately somewhere east of the ‘main campus’ accessible by foot, 4 wheel drive jeep or by daily pack train.

Volleyball, tennis, handball, and basketball courts can be used daily starting this week with equipment check-out in Room A 138. Arrangements also should be made in 138, between the hours of 8-12 and 1-4 for availability and keys to unlock necessary courts.

Intramurals are also starting this week. Look for sign up sheets around campus.

Bob Schwirzke
Intramural Sports Comm.

CAMPUS CALENDAR

Foreign Car-Club
Ski Club
Young Republicans
Holiday

Tues, Oct. 11 at 10:30
Tues, Oct 11 at 10:30 C 110
Tues, Oct. 11 at 1-30 C 116
Wed., October 12

NEWSPAPER STAFF

EDITOR IN CHIEF
ASSOCIATE EDITORS
STAFF WRITERS
SECRETARY-TYPIST

ED SHEERAN
BOB SCHWIRZKE
PAT SHEERAN
JOHN KIRWAN
RAY DEVERS
KENT MITCHELL
MICHELE MAGNUS
ROSIE McCLURE
NANCY DeLOZIER

Students interested in the student drama organization, The Players of the Peer Garden, should contact Mr. Barnes in A 174

WHAT NEXT? by JOHN KIRWAN

Who goofed? Obviously someone has. I was under the impression that the school colors were light blue and rich brown and not royal blue and dark brown. I was also under the impression that our mascot was a St. Bernard and not a snarling, unidentifiable fac-simile.

Undoubtedly, there are a few of you unsuspecting students who are not familiar with what I am disturbed about. I am referring to our college decals presently on sale in the College Bookstore. My sympathies go out to Mr. Arabatzis, the store manager, for I am sure that his advisers are the ones at fault for this error, but he suffers the consequences. True enough, it is a simple task to clip the snarling animal from a decal and paste it on uninfluenced by the lack of concern for our college traditions. Alas, our college is doomed to misrepresentation, at least for a year.

To complete my article of cynicism, I would like to ask the ASB, with the expectation of an early reply, why, when our constitution sets up three distinct areas of government—the executive, the legislature, and the judiciary—that two of these areas of government have been combined. To expain my concern, I point out that the Executive Cabinet and the Student Senate are meeting as a joint body. I feel that in a situation of this nature, the projects and powers of each separate body are to be confused. This seems to me to be a direct violation of the system proposed by our constitution.

ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE

The Activities Committee is once again in full-swing planning dances, movies, rallies, and cook-outs for the students of CSCSB. Several activities presented last year were so well attended and enjoyed by students and faculty alike that a ‘Second Annual Fall Rally’ and ‘Second Annual Spring Cookout’ will be foremost on this year’s list of activities. A Halloween Carnival, to be held on October 28, will be a new venture for CSCSB, as will the free ASB movies to be presented October 14 and December 2.

Any students who would like to participate in planning these activities are invited to attend the next meeting of the Activities Committee on Wednesdays at 3:30 pm in room L 122. Married students especially are welcome since we want to plan activities that will be of interest to all age groups. This is the chance to present your ideas and to be in on ‘the ground floor’ of establishing traditions at CSCSB.

Laurel Callahan
Activities Comm. Chairman

ABROAD (cont.)

Students are enrolled simultaneously in a State College and the Foreign University, and courses taken abroad are incorporated into their regular State College program. There are no overseas branches of the State Colleges. This is the fourth year of the international studies program.
MACHINE, DON'T PUT CATSUP ON MY SANDWICH
BY JAMES DOOGIE
from Humboldt State College LUMBERJACK Sept 23, 1966

My fingers were stiff from writing my Student Number on innumerable cards and my eyes were tired from watching myself on closed-circuit TV but the semi-annual confusion called registration was over, and I hadn't folded, spindled or mutilated anything. To reward myself, I ambled over to the CAC to purchase lunch, hoping the blasting jukebox would obliterate the vestigial whirrings of computers that persisted in my bogged mind.

Entering the CAC, I suddenly developed a completely unreasonable desire for a toasted cheese sandwich. By the time I turned into the snack bar area, the contemplated sandwich had the enzymes dancing gleefully in my stomach. And I'll wash it down with a big vanilla coke. I thought, feeling the profound relish known by a man about to fulfill a whimsical desire. And then I looked.

Machines. Dull hulks of machines, hunched against the walls like cretins being punished for picking their noses. Machines. I blinked. Two walls of machines. Where was the Snack Bar?

'This is the Snack Bar, a kindly initiate told me. 'The thing is, you have to get your pizza and hamburgers over there.' He pointed at a walled area to my left, and I turned dumbly in the indicated direction. Hey, don't you like it? he yelled after me.

'What's the matter, don't you like it? the lady behind the wall asked, responding to the disappointment I evidenced when informed there were no toasted cheese sandwiches or vanilla Cokes to be had.

No, I don't like it. I replied, 'but that's all right, because I'll just run up to the cafeteria.'

You can't, she smiled cheerfully. 'The cafeteria's snack bar is closed between eleven and two. Try the machines, they prompted, they're not that bad.'

Try the machines, they're probably not that bad, I thought as I surveyed their contents through plastic portals. I decided on hot tea and dropped my exactly 35$ into the humming machine I pushed the hash button and a can clanked down through the metal bowels of the machine.

Seeing how small the can was, I figured I must have hit the caviar button. I checked. No caviar button.

Hash in hand, I approached the soft drinks machine. No vanilla cokes. Well, not being an epicure, a plain coke would do. I inserted my dime and jumped back as the tiny cup plopped into place, a pinch of ice smeared into it, and, gears whirring smoothly, the machine filled the cup precisely to the brim. Even with ice, the Coke was warm.

Hands laden with my tasty treats, I stopped on my way to the can opener (I get enough of that at home) and glanced back to see if the machines were just a post registration apparition. Still seeing them, my eyes began to water. Their flaring metal ravaged my optic nerves.

This was my first experience with the machines. Further experiences have only compounded my initial disgust, for I soon discovered the fruit drinks were waxy, the ice cream overpriced, the sandwiches frozen, the Cokes tepid, and no potato chips. And besides the high prices and meager amounts, the machines have set civil rights at Humboldt back 100 years.

That's right, the food machines foster defacto segregation of commuter students and dorm students. It's quite simple and insidious: since dorm students have lunch tickets for the cafeteria, commuter students are now deprived of the lunch services of the same facility, and the two groups have been effectively segregated.

I have it from reliable sources that the administration anticipating a possible coalition between dormies and commuters over chocolate milks at lunchtime, decided to forestall any coup by segregating the two groups...

Further, add to the mounting list of grievances the profound lack of intelligence demonstrated by the food machines... unlike the ladies at the Snack Bar of yore... seem incapable of pleasant small talk while preparing your food. And just try to tell a machine that you don't like catsup on your sandwich.

With these hard facts facing us, I would think it incumbent upon us, as modern students, to stage a massive protest. My suggestion is this: let the commuter students prepare lunches large enough for two people and invite the dormies to share the fare. We will all gather by the Ad building put all the lunches in a pile, and auction them off to strike couples (like a Sadic Hawkins thing)

Sounds like just another normal old boycott? Not so. Get this, with the income from the sack lunch sales, we will buy the school. That's the only way student wishes will ever be acknowledged.

I've already started the ball rolling by scribbling 'Wake Lasagna, Not Change' on the currency-to-coin converter, and have written a fine topical song called 'We shall overeat.' But we need a motto, or slogan, around which we can rally. My own 'No Alienation, Depersonalization, Or Heartburn For Me' just isn't pithy or catchy enough. Anyone with a better idea can lead the insurrection.

* * * SELECTIVE SERVICE TESTS * * *

Applications for the Nov. 18 and 19, 1966 administrations of the College Qualification Test are now available at Selective Service System local boards throughout the country.

Eligible students who intend to take this test should apply to the nearest SS local board for an Application Card and a Bulletin of Information for the test.

Following instructions in the Bulletin, the student should fill out his application and mail it immediately in the envelope provided to SELECTIVE SERVICE EXAMINING SECTION, Education Testing Service, PO Box 988 Princeton, N.J. 08540 Applications for the test must be postmarked no later than midnight, Oct. 21, 1966.

According to the ETS, which prepares and administers the CQT, it will be greatly to the student's advantage to file his application at once. By registering early, he stands the best chance of being assigned to the test center he has chosen. Because of the possibility that he may be assigned to either of the testing dates, it is very important that he list a center and center number for each date on which he will be available.